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ABSTRACT

Introduction. In neuropsychological research and clinical practice, a large battery of tests is often administered to determine whether an individual deviates from the norm. We formulate three criteria for such large battery normative comparisons. First, familywise false-positive error rate (i.e., the complement of specificity) should be controlled at, or below, a prespecified level. Second, sensitivity to detect genuine deviations from the norm should be high. Third, the comparisons should be easy enough for routine application, not only in research, but also in clinical practice. Here we show that these criteria are satisfied for current procedures used to assess an overall deviation from the norm—that is, a deviation given all test results. However, we also show that these criteria are not satisfied for current procedures used to assess test-specific deviations, which are required, for example, to investigate dissociations in a test profile. We therefore propose several new procedures to assess such test-specific deviations. These new procedures are expected to satisfy all three criteria. Method. In Monte Carlo simulations and in an applied example pertaining to Parkinson disease, we compare current procedures to assess test-specific deviations (uncorrected and Bonferroni normative comparisons) to new procedures (Holm, one-step resampling, and step-down resampling normative comparisons). Results. The new procedures are shown to: (a) control familywise false-positive error rate, whereas uncorrected comparisons do not; (b) have higher sensitivity than Bonferroni corrected comparisons, where especially step-down resampling is favorable in this respect; (c) be user-friendly as they are implemented in a user-friendly normative comparisons website, and as the required normative data are provided by a database. Conclusion. These new normative comparisons procedures, especially step-down resampling, are valuable additional tools to assess test-specific deviations from the norm in large test batteries.

In neuropsychological assessment, an individual is often administered a large battery of tests (e.g., Arenas-Pinto et al., 2014; Binder, Iverson, & Brooks, 2009; Brooks, 2010; Crawford, Garthwaite, & Gault, 2007; Larrabee, 2014; Schretlen, Testa, Winicki, Pearlson, & Gordon, 2008; S. J. Wilson et al., 2015). The score on each test is then compared to its normative data, to assess deviations from the norm. This paper addresses the question of how to perform such large battery normative comparisons in a valid and easy way, thereby facilitating routine application in neuropsychological research and in neuropsychological practice.

Large battery comparisons are ubiquitous. In clinical practice, they are used to inform diagnosis and/or guide tailored treatment (Lezak, Howieson, Bigler, & Tranel, 2012). In research, they serve two purposes. First, they may be used to classify participants into impaired versus nonimpaired groups.
These groups are then studied to investigate prevalence, demographic factors, biomarkers, or treatment effects (e.g., Meyer, Boscardin, Kwasa, & Price, 2013). Second, the classification into impaired versus unimpaired serves in some treatment effect studies as a dependent variable. That is, treatment effects are assessed not only in a continuous fashion—that is, whether a mean memory score improves under a new treatment as compared to treatment as usual—but also in a discrete manner—that is, whether the percentage of participants with a memory impairment reduced under a new treatment as compared to treatment as usual (cf. Kazdin, 2008; Kraemer & Kupfer, 2006).

Adequate procedures for normative comparisons of a single test have already been proposed (Crawford & Howell, 1998). These procedures have been extended in various ways—for example, to yield effect sizes and confidence intervals (Crawford & Garthwaite, 2002) and to account for background variables like an individual’s age or level of education (Crawford & Garthwaite, 2006). In such single test normative comparisons, a test score falling below a percentile criterion of the normative data is considered to be abnormal. For example, the percentile criterion may be set at 5%. This 5% criterion implies that the false-positive error rate—that is, the chances of deciding that an individual deviates from the norm whereas she or he actually does not—is 5%.

In case of large test batteries, the 5th percentile criterion implies that the false-positive error rate is 5% for each test separately, corresponding to a specificity of 95%. These false-positive errors accumulate when multiple tests are administered, yielding an overall false-positive error rate, the familywise false-positive error rate, which will exceed 5%. More specifically, if $M$ tests are administered, the familywise false-positive error rate, from now on the familywise error, is $[1 - (1 - 0.05)^M] \times 100\%$, provided that tests are uncorrelated in the normative sample. For example, the familywise error for $M = 13$ uncorrelated tests is then 49%. That is, a healthy individual has a 50–50 chance to be classified as deviating on at least one test (cf. Huizenga, Smeding, Grasman, & Schmand, 2007). Although this familywise error will be lower if tests are correlated in the normative sample, it will often substantially exceed 5% (Crawford et al., 2007; Huizenga et al., 2007).

There is an increasing awareness in the neuropsychological community that it is necessary to control familywise error at prespecified levels. This awareness is present in the group means testing context, where it is, for example, tested whether group means differ (two-sample $t$ tests) or whether group means differ from a hypothesized value (one-sample $t$ tests) on multiple neuropsychological tests. In such a group means testing context, it has been argued that a lack of control over familywise error may give rise to overinterpretation of chance findings (e.g., Bell, Olivier, & King, 2013; Blakesley et al., 2009; Eichstaedt, Kovatch, & Maroof, 2013; Levav et al., 2002; Lewis, Maruff, Silbert, Evered, & Scott, 2006; Schatz, Jay, McComb, & McLaughlin, 2005; C. E. Wilson et al., 2014; cf. Ioannidis, 2005; Miguel et al., 2014; Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). In an excellent review specifically aimed at the neuropsychological community, Blakesley et al. (2009) reviewed several procedures to control familywise error in the group means testing context. They studied, for example, the well-known Bonferroni procedure, the Holm procedure (Holm, 1979), and various resampling procedures (Westfall & Young, 1993). Simulation studies indicated that these alternative procedures all controlled familywise error.

The familywise error issue also is prominent in the normative comparisons context (e.g., Berthelson, Mulchan, Odland, Miller, & Mittenberg, 2013; Bilder, Sugar, & Hellemann, 2014; Brooks, 2010; Crawford et al., 2007; Davis & Millis, 2014; Larrabee, 2008, 2014; Loewenstein et al., 2006; Meyers et al., 2014; Naglieri & Paolitto, 2010; Palmer, Boone, Lesser, & Wohl, 1998; Proto et al., 2014; Schretlen et al., 2008). It has been argued that in clinical practice, lack of control over familywise error in normative comparisons may result in overdiagnosis and unnecessary treatment, increasing patient burden and unnecessary costs to the health care system (Binder et al., 2009; Brooks, Iverson, Holdnack, & Feldman, 2008; Gisslén, Price, & Nilsson, 2011; Torti, Focà, Cesana, & Lescure, 2011). In neuropsychological research, it has been argued that lack of control has two disadvantages. First, if normative comparisons are used to assign participants to impaired and nonimpaired groups, lack of control will lead to

\footnote{Although we adhere in this paper to a required false-positive rate of 5%, other prespecified rates may also be imposed, without loss of generality.}
the inclusion of false positives into the impaired sample, resulting in heterogeneity, and thus in less powerful studies of, for example, prevalence, risk factors, biomarkers, and treatment effects (Blackford & La Rue, 1989; Brooks, Iverson, Feldman, & Holdnack, 2009; Höfler, 2005; Meyer et al., 2013). Second, if normative comparisons are used to assess deviations from the norm after treatment, lack of control may lead to the conclusion that many participants still deviate from the norm, whereas the treatment was actually quite effective. So, we require that procedures for normative comparisons control familywise error at prespecified levels.

We also require that procedures have adequate sensitivity to detect genuine deviations from the norm. Detection of genuine deficits is important in neuropsychological research. First, it offers the opportunity to precisely investigate prevalence and progression of these deficits. Second, it allows identification of all deficits associated with a disorder, thereby offering the opportunity to gain more insight into the mechanisms underlying the disorder (Lezak et al., 2012). Detection of genuine deficits is also important in neuropsychological clinical practice, as it offers the opportunity to target interventions to these deficits (e.g., Constantinidou, Wertheimer, Tsanadis, Evans, & Paul, 2012; Sander, Nakase-Richardson, Constantinidou, Wertheimer, & Paul, 2007).

In addition to these familywise error and sensitivity criteria, we also require that procedures are easy to apply, as they should offer the possibility of routine application in neuropsychological assessment, not only in research but also in clinical practice. Procedures that are not user-friendly because they require a statistical background and programming skills and/or large normative data-sets will not be used very often. Therefore, we require that a procedure should be user-friendly.

Before reviewing potential procedures that may satisfy the three criteria, it is informative to make a distinction between two main aims of large battery comparisons (cf. Huberty & Morris, 1989). First, large battery comparisons are used to classify individuals as overall impaired or unimpaired given all tests. Second, large battery comparisons are also used to provide test-specific classifications as impaired or unimpaired—for example, to investigate dissociations in the test profile. For example, in test-specific classifications an individual may be classified as impaired on a memory test but as unimpaired on the other neuropsychological tests. In the following we review whether current procedures for overall and test-specific classification satisfy the familywise error, sensitivity, and user-friendliness criteria.

**Overall classification as impaired or unimpaired**

One procedure for overall classification is to require deviations on multiple tests (e.g., Arenas-Pinto et al., 2014; Axelrod & Wall, 2007; Grunseit, Perdices, Dunbar, & Cooper, 1994; Ingraham & Aiken, 1996; Proto et al., 2014). Several approaches have been adopted to determine the number of required deviations. Among them, approaches taking the dependency between test scores into account are to be preferred (Berthelson et al., 2013; Crawford et al., 2007; Muslimovic, Post, Speelman, & Schmand, 2005; Schagen, Muller, Boogerd, Mellenbergh, & van Dam, 2006; Schretlen et al., 2008), as they satisfy the three criteria (e.g., Crawford et al., 2007). That is, they control familywise error at prespecified levels, have adequate sensitivity, and are relatively easy to apply as software exists to determine the number of required deviations (Crawford, 2016).

A second procedure for overall classification is to perform a multivariate normative comparison (e.g., Cohen et al., 2015; González-Redondo et al., 2012; Smeding, Speelman, Huizenga, Schuurman, & Schmand, 2011; Su et al., 2015). In a multivariate comparison, it is determined whether an entire test profile—that is, an individual’s combination of test scores—differs from that in the normative sample (Crawford & Allan, 1994; Grasman, Huizenga, & Geurts, 2010; Huba, 1985; Huizenga et al., 2007). This method satisfies the three criteria (Huizenga et al., 2007). That is, familywise error is controlled, sensitivity is adequate, and it is easy to apply as the procedure is implemented in a webpage (Multivariate normative comparisons, 2016).

In sum, the overall classification procedures satisfy the three criteria. However, this is not the case for current test-specific classification procedures, as we outline next.

**Test-specific classification as impaired or unimpaired: Current procedures**

The first common procedure for test-specific classifications is to perform uncorrected comparisons
—that is, to treat each test as if it was the only test that was administered. As indicated earlier, these uncorrected comparisons do not control familywise error. As a result, sensitivity is very high. The procedure is very user-friendly, as no additional computations are required. So uncorrected comparisons do not satisfy the familywise error criterion, yet they do satisfy the sensitivity and user-friendliness criteria.

The second procedure is a Bonferroni normative comparison (e.g., Huizenga et al., 2007). If tests are uncorrelated in the normative sample, this correction yields a familywise error never exceeding 5%. However, if test scores are correlated, which is much more common, Bonferroni correction results in a familywise error that is too low and, consequently, with a decreased sensitivity to detect genuine deviations from the norm (e.g., Huizenga et al., 2007). Therefore, Bonferroni normative comparisons satisfy the familywise error criterion, but the sensitivity criterion is not satisfied. The user-friendliness criterion is satisfied, as the procedure is relatively simple to apply.

Test-specific classification as impaired or unimpaired: New procedures

As uncorrected and Bonferroni normative comparisons do not satisfy all criteria, we propose three alternatives: Holm, one-step, and step-down resampling normative comparisons. Below we only indicate whether these procedures are likely to satisfy the three criteria; the procedures are described in more detail in the Method section.

The first new procedure is based on the Holm method (Holm, 1979). In the usual group means testing context, it has been shown that Holm controls familywise error. It has also been shown that the Holm method is characterized by higher sensitivity than Bonferroni, although sensitivity is still too low if test scores are correlated (Blakesley et al., 2009; Eichstaedt et al., 2013; Holm, 1979). Up to now the Holm method has only been applied in the group means testing context, but we will show that it can easily be extended to normative comparisons. In order to promote user-friendliness, we implemented Holm normative comparisons in a user-friendly Normative Comparisons website (Agelink van Rentergem & Huizenga, 2016).

The second new procedure is based on one-step resampling (Blakesley et al., 2009; Nichols & Holmes, 2002 for a general introduction; Westfall & Young, 1993 for a more specific treatment). In the group means testing context, it has been shown that one-step resampling controls familywise error and outperforms Bonferroni in terms of sensitivity if test scores are correlated. Up to now, one-step resampling has only been applied in the group means testing context, but we will show that it can easily be extended to normative comparisons.

The third new procedure is based on step-down resampling (Westfall & Young, 1993). In the mean testing context, it has been shown that step-down resampling controls familywise error and outperforms one-step resampling in terms of sensitivity. We will again show that generalization to the normative comparisons context is easy.

With respect to user-friendliness of the resampling approaches, two important issues deserve attention. First, the resampling normative comparisons procedures require experience with programming, for example in R (R Core Team, 2015) and therefore are not user-friendly. To address this, we implemented them in the user-friendly Normative Comparisons website (Agelink van Rentergem & Huizenga, 2016). A second issue relates to the fact that resampling normative comparisons require access to raw normative data; means and standard deviations of normative data are not sufficient. Raw normative data are generally available in research settings, as scientific studies often compare patient samples to healthy control samples. However, in neuropsychological practice, raw normative data are usually unavailable. To address this issue, we aggregated healthy control data from neuropsychological scientific studies into a single database. This database will be made available, without any costs, for qualified neuropsychologists in the very near future (ANDI; Advanced Neuropsychological Diagnostics Infrastructure, 2016). Currently, investigators of 90 studies donated healthy control data of over 25,000 participants together completing over 50 neuropsychological tests. This offers the possibility to provide the normative data required for resampling normative comparisons.

---

In the first year after release of the database, Dutch qualified neuropsychologists will be given access. Qualifications can be checked easily, as every licensed neuropsychologist is registered by the Dutch ministry of health (BIG register, 2016). After this first year, international extensions will be considered.
We first outline the new normative comparison procedures in more detail. We then report the results of a Monte Carlo simulation study in which we compared the usual uncorrected and Bonferroni normative comparisons to the new Holm, one-step resampling, and step-down resampling normative comparisons. In these simulations we assess familywise false-positive error and the sensitivity to detect genuine deviations from the norm. We also illustrate the normative comparisons website with an application to the neuropsychological evaluation of patients with Parkinson disease (Muslimovic et al., 2005). Finally, we summarize results and discuss potential limitations and solutions.

Method

We first describe a single normative comparison and then proceed with Bonferroni, Holm, one-step resampling, and step-down resampling. More detail and computer code are given in the Appendix.

Normative comparisons: Single neuropsychological test

First, consider a single neuropsychological test used to compare an individual to a normative sample of \( N \) persons. Let \( x \) denote the score of the individual, and let \( y_n \) with \( n = 1, \ldots, N \), denote scores in the normative sample. It is convenient (cf. Appendix) to center normative scores and the individual’s score at the normative sample mean \( \bar{y} \). That is, \( y'_n = y_n - \bar{y} \), and \( x^* = x - \bar{y} \), where * denotes that a variable is centered. The statistic required for a single normative comparison equals (Crawford, Howell, & Garthwaite, 1998; Sokal & Rohlf, 1995):

\[
t_{\text{norm}} = \frac{x^* - \bar{y}^*}{\text{sd}(y^*)/\sqrt{N}} \times \text{scaling factor} \tag{1}
\]

Note that \( \bar{y}^* \) equals zero due to centering. In equation (1), \( \text{sd}(y^*) \) denotes the usual estimate of the standard deviation of \( y^* \):

\[
\text{sd}(y^*) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (y'_n - \bar{y}^*)^2}{(N - 1)}} \tag{2}
\]

The scaling factor equals \( 1/\sqrt{N + 1} \). To understand why this is the case, suppose first it instead equals 1. In that case, equation (1) is the common one-sample \( t_{\text{test}} \) statistic, used to test whether \( x^* \) differs from the mean \( \bar{y}^* \). More specifically, in \( t_{\text{test}} \), \( x^* - \bar{y}^* \) is divided by the standard deviation of the mean \( \bar{y}^* \), that is, by its standard error \( \text{sd}(y^*)/\sqrt{N} \):

\[
t_{\text{test}} = \frac{x^* - \bar{y}^*}{\text{sd}(y^*)/\sqrt{N}} \tag{3}
\]

However, in the current normative comparisons context, we do not aim to test whether \( x^* \) deviates from the mean \( \bar{y}^* \), but to test whether it deviates from the distribution of \( y^* \). Therefore \( x^* - \bar{y}^* \) should not be divided by the standard deviation of the mean \( \bar{y}^* \), but by the standard deviation of the distribution of \( y^* \), that is, by \( \text{sd}(y^*) \). This is effectuated by setting the scaling factor in equation (1) roughly equal to \( 1/\sqrt{N} \) instead of 1. More precisely it should equal \( 1/\sqrt{N + 1} \) (for an extensive treatment: Sokal & Rohlf, 1995, p. 227–228).

Whereas \( t_{\text{test}} \) is used to determine whether a value deviates from the mean of a distribution of observations (group means testing context), \( t_{\text{norm}} \) is used to determine whether a value deviates from a distribution of observations (normative comparisons context). In both contexts, the statistics \( t_{\text{test}} \) and \( t_{\text{norm}} \) have to be compared to the distribution of \( t_{\text{test}} \) under the null hypothesis \( x^* - \bar{y}^* = 0 \) (Crawford et al., 1998). This is the Student \( t \) distribution with \( N-1 \) degrees of freedom. So, if we aim to determine whether a score deviates from the norm, we compare the \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic to the distribution of \( t_{\text{test}} \) under the null hypothesis, and the resulting \( p \)-value is indicative of the abnormality of \( t_{\text{norm}} \). If \( t_{\text{norm}} \) is located in the outer tails of this distribution, we decide that the score deviates from the norm. The choice of a critical value for the outer tails determines the false-positive rate.\(^3\) For example, in the case of a one-sided normative comparison, testing the hypothesis that an individual scores less than the norm, a critical value of .05 for the lower tail yields a false-positive rate of 5%.

This close resemblance between group means testing and normative comparisons—statistics differ by a scaling factor but the required distribution is the same—allows us to extend procedures from a group means testing context to a normative comparisons context, as is outlined next.

\(^3\)Provided that the usual assumptions of a \( t \) test are met.
Bonferroni normative comparisons

If a familywise error of 5% is desired and if \( M \) neuropsychological tests are administered, the \( p \)-values (cf. previous section) of all \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistics are multiplied by \( M \). This yields the Bonferroni corrected \( p \)-values.

Holm normative comparisons

The Holm procedure (cf. Holm, 1979 for the group means testing context) is a so-called step-down version of the Bonferroni procedure. Correction proceeds in two steps: from \( p \)-values to step-down \( p \)-values, and from step-down \( p \)-values to corrected \( p \)-values. First, the \( p \)-value of the largest absolute \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic is multiplied by \( M \), the second largest by \( (M - 1) \), and so on. This yields step-down \( p \)-values. Thereafter, a correction is applied, ensuring that smaller absolute \( t \)-statistics do not have smaller \( p \)-values than larger absolute \( t \)-statistics. To accomplish this, the corrected \( p \)-value of a \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic is the maximum of its step-down \( p \)-value and the corrected \( p \)-values of larger absolute \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistics.

One-step resampling normative comparisons

In uncorrected comparisons, the \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic is compared to the distribution of \( t_{\text{test}} \) under the null hypothesis. In one-step resampling normative comparisons, the absolute \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic is compared to the distribution of the maximum over \( M \) absolute \( t_{\text{test}} \) statistics under the null hypothesis (cf. Nichols & Holmes, 2002; Westfall & Young, 1993, for the mean-testing context). Whereas the distribution of \( t_{\text{test}} \) under the null hypothesis is known (the Student \( t \) distribution), the distribution of the maximum over \( M \) absolute \( t_{\text{test}} \) statistics, the so-called max distribution, is unknown and therefore has to be obtained by resampling (cf. Nichols & Holmes, 2002). That is, by resampling the original dataset it is possible (cf. Appendix) to create a new dataset that satisfies the null hypothesis of no differences between \( x^* \) and \( y^* \) on any of the \( M \) neuropsychological tests. From this new dataset, we determine and store the maximum over its \( M \) absolute \( t_{\text{test}} \) statistics. This resampling procedure is repeated many—for example, 2000—times, thereby generating 2000 maximum absolute \( t_{\text{test}} \) statistics under the null hypothesis and thus the required max distribution (cf. Figure 1). After this

Figure 1. An illustration of the one-step resampling approach. This figure contains max distributions obtained in a condition where the normative sample consists of 50 participants and where 13 uncorrelated tests (top row) or 13 correlated tests (bottom row) have been administered. In each row, the three figures refer to max distributions derived from 10, 100, and 1000 resamples: It can be seen that smoothness of the distribution increases with an increasing number of resamples. The theoretical Student-\( t \) distribution is depicted in the max distribution derived from 1000 resamples. If tests are uncorrelated, Bonferroni and resampling critical values (arrows) are equal. If tests are correlated, the resampling critical value is less stringent.
max distribution has been obtained, each of the \( M \) absolute \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistics is compared to the max distribution. A more technical description is given in the Appendix.

**Step-down resampling normative comparisons**

In step-down resampling normative comparisons (Westfall & Young, 1993, for the mean-testing context), the largest absolute \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic is compared to the max distribution over all \( M \) neuropsychological tests, as in the one-step resampling procedure. However, the next largest absolute \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic is referred to the max distribution computed from all neuropsychological tests except the one giving rise to the largest absolute \( t_{\text{norm}} \) statistic. The second next largest statistic is referred to the max distribution computed from all neuropsychological tests except the first two, and so on. Afterwards, a correction is applied, ensuring that smaller absolute \( t \)-statistics do not have smaller \( p \)-values than larger absolute \( t \)-statistics, akin to the correction used in the Holm procedure. Please refer to the Appendix for the technical description.

**Monte Carlo simulations**

The goal of the simulations was to assess family-wise error (i.e., the complement of specificity) and sensitivity for uncorrected, Bonferroni, Holm, one-step, and step-down resampling comparisons. In the resampling comparisons we derived the max distributions by computing 2000 resamples.

**Simulation method**

We simulated multivariate normally distributed data for 50 persons as the normative sample, and data for one individual that was compared to this normative sample (cf. for a similar approach, Crawford & Garthwaite, 2006; Huizenga et al., 2007). This procedure was repeated 5000 times in each simulation condition. We combined three factors. First, we included conditions with either 10 or 30 neuropsychological tests. Second, we included conditions in which correlations between tests in the normative sample were set to .0, .5, or .8. Third, we simulated a difference from the norm by giving the individual a score of 0, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, or 4 standard deviations from the normative data mean. In the case of a difference from the norm, this difference was present on the first five neuropsychological tests. For example, in the case of 30 tests, a difference—for example, of 3 standard deviations—was present on the first five tests, but not on the remaining 25.

The normative comparisons procedures were implemented as outlined in the R-code in the Appendix. In one-step and step-down resampling, we computed 2000 resamples.

An estimate of familywise error was obtained from conditions in which there was no simulated difference between the individual and the normative sample. Familywise error was defined as the percentage of simulations in which one or more of the test results indicated a deviation from the norm. An estimate of sensitivity was obtained from conditions in which there was a simulated difference. Sensitivity was defined as the percentage of simulations in which the individual deviated on the first test.

**Simulation results**

Table 1 indicates that familywise error differs markedly between uncorrected comparisons and the other types of comparisons. Uncorrected comparisons are characterized by too high familywise error. In the worst case, in which 30 uncorrelated tests are administered, it is nearly 80% instead of the intended 5%. Although familywise error decreases with the number of tests and with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of tests</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Uncorrected (%)</th>
<th>Bonferroni (%)</th>
<th>Holm (%)</th>
<th>One-step (%)</th>
<th>Step-down (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Familywise error rate should be 5%.*
correlation between them, the most favorable condition—that is, 10 tests that are .8 correlated—still yields a familywise error of about 15%. Bonferroni and Holm comparisons are characterized by a familywise error at or below 5%. One-step and step-down resampling comparisons always have a familywise error of about 5%. So Bonferroni, Holm, and one-step and step-down resampling, but not the usual uncorrected comparisons, keep familywise error at or below 5%.

Sensitivity is depicted in Figure 2. Although uncorrected comparisons are characterized by an unacceptably large familywise error, their results are plotted to provide some sort of upper bound to attainable sensitivity. First consider the situation in which test scores are uncorrelated (left-hand panels). In these cases all procedures have equal sensitivity. Second, if variables are correlated (middle and right-hand panels), resampling comparisons are characterized by highest sensitivity, with step-down resampling slightly outperforming one-step resampling.

In sum, among the procedures with an acceptable familywise error, step-down resampling has to be preferred as it has the highest sensitivity. As compared to Bonferroni, a sensitivity advantage up to 20% can be attained.

**Illustrative application**

Muslimovic et al. (2005) compared the cognitive profile of 115 patients with newly diagnosed Parkinson disease to that of 70 healthy controls. As an illustration we compare each of these patients

![Figure 2](image-url). Sensitivity as a function of correlations in the normative sample and as a function of the magnitude of the simulated differences to the norm.
to the control sample using the common uncorrected and Bonferroni normative comparisons, and the new Holm, one-step resampling, and step-down resampling normative comparisons.

Twenty-three neuropsychological test variables were included in the analysis. Only participants with complete data were included, leaving 84 patients and 65 controls for further analysis. The patient and control samples differed significantly in age; therefore we used scores that were standardized with respect to published norms, or which were standardized by means of a regression approach (for further details on standardization: Muslimovic et al., 2005). All normative comparisons were one-sided, because we hypothesized that patients perform worse than the control sample. We required that individual scores were located below the usual 5th percentile—that is, we used the alpha = .05 criterion.

The average correlation between variables was not very high (.15), but some variables correlated in the .6—.9 range (cf. Figure 3). Therefore we expected the resampling approaches, as compared to Bonferroni and Holm, to show a higher percentage of deviations.

Uncorrected comparisons reveal that 89% of the newly diagnosed Parkinson patients show a deviation on at least 1 neuropsychological test variable. This percentage is 17% for Bonferroni and Holm and 19% for one step and step-down resampling.

Two patients are not classified as deviating with Bonferroni and Holm, but are so with the resampling approaches.

As an illustration, consider how one of these patients, patient 3075, is analyzed with the Normative Comparisons website (Figure 4). Input options are displayed on the left, whereas output, both in graphical form (Figure 4, upper panel) and in tabular form (Figure 4 lower panel), is displayed on the right. With respect to input, we uploaded two datasets, one for controls and one for patients, containing ID numbers and test scores. We also selected the type of normative comparisons: step-down resampling, one-sided comparisons, deciding whether scores are lower than the norm, with the usual alpha = .05 criterion. The graphical output (Figure 4, upper panel) and matching tabular output (Figure 4, lower panel) indicates that this patient deviates on the Tower of London test, but not on the other tests.

Discussion

Large battery normative comparisons are ubiquitous in neuropsychological practice and research. Therefore, it is important that these comparisons are carried out in a valid, sensitive, and user-friendly way. First, adequate large battery normative comparisons should control familywise false-positive error rate at a prespecified level in order to guarantee high specificity. Second, they should have sufficient sensitivity to detect genuine deviations from the norm. Third they should be user-friendly to allow routine application in neuropsychological practice and research. We noted that several procedures for overall normative comparisons satisfy these three criteria, but that current standard procedures for test-specific comparisons do not. Therefore, the aim of the current paper was to develop test-specific normative comparisons procedures meeting all three criteria. We compared these new procedures to standard procedures by means of simulations and by means of an empirical example.

Results of our simulation study indicate that traditional uncorrected comparisons do not control familywise false-positive error. In the worst case, a familywise error approaching 80% instead of the intended 5% was observed. Only the Bonferroni, Holm, one-step resampling, and step-down resampling procedures control familywise error at or below 5%. Resampling outperforms
Bonferroni in terms of sensitivity, with a slight advantage of step-down resampling over one-step resampling. Our simulations indicate that a sensitivity advantage of up to 20% over Bonferroni can be obtained. Let us suppose that the sensitivity advantage is 10%. This implies that an additional 10 out of 100 individuals will be correctly characterized as deviating from the norm. In neuropsychological practice, these individuals may then, for example, profit from interventions, which otherwise would not be available to them. In neuropsychological research, this heightened sensitivity will offer the opportunity to gain more insight into the mechanisms underlying a disorder (Lezak et al., 2012).

The increase in sensitivity as compared to Bonferroni depends on the magnitude of correlations between neuropsychological tests. It is difficult to give a general indication of the sensitivity advantage that is to be expected in neuropsychology, since the magnitude of correlations is unknown in most situations. In our Parkinson example, correlations varied between −.20 and .80, and the average correlation was .15. Although the average correlation was small, resampling methods did classify two individuals as deviating that Bonferroni did not.

Several issues deserve attention. First, we only investigated performance of procedures for normally distributed normative data. Crawford, Garthwaite, Azzalini, Howell, and Laws (2006) indicated that the $t$-statistic approach, which lies at the heart of uncorrected, Bonferroni, and Holm normative comparisons, is affected by non-
normality (cf. Grasman et al., 2010). Resampling approaches to mean testing are generally less affected by non-normality than t tests. Therefore, resampling approaches to normative comparisons might also be beneficial in this respect, yet this requires further investigation.

Second, base rates of impairment may vary between patient samples. The current resampling procedures may allow for such base rate information in two ways. First, base rates may be included as priors in a Bayesian approach. Ibrahim, Chen, and Gray (2002) proposed a Bayesian extension of the one-step resampling approach in a group means testing context. An extension to the current normative comparisons context might therefore be feasible. Note, however, that a Bayesian approach is hardly ever used in neuropsychological practice (Elwood, 2007; Gavett, 2015). Instead, neuropsychologists include base rates informally by using lenient cutoff criteria—for example, by choosing a nominal alpha of 20% instead of 5% (Elwood, 2007; Mehl & Rosen, 1955). Accordingly, the second way to incorporate base rate information into resampling procedures is to use such lenient cutoff criteria.

Third, and related to the previous point, as compared to the usual uncorrected comparisons, Bonferroni, Holm, one-step resampling, and step-down resampling comparisons are characterized by decreased sensitivity. If high sensitivity is required, we argue that it is better not to use uncorrected comparisons, as this will not provide insight into the actual familywise error. In such circumstances, we suggest using an elevated criterion—for example, to change the required familywise error from 5 to 10 or 20%. For example, if an effective and safe treatment for cognitive impairment would be available, up to 20% false positives might be preferred to minimize the risk that patients are denied access to this effective treatment.

To conclude, the present study indicates that large battery test-specific normative comparisons are best carried out by resampling normative comparisons, especially by step-down resampling comparisons. They control familywise error, they have the highest sensitivity to detect genuine deviations, and they are user-friendly, since the Normative Comparisons website promotes their routine use in neuropsychological research and clinical practice.
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**Appendix**

**Algorithms**

In this appendix we first give a more detailed description of the one-step resampling algorithm and then indicate how it is extended to the step-down resampling algorithm. R code is also provided.

**One-step resampling algorithm**

The one-step algorithm yields the distribution of the maximum absolute $t_{res}$ statistic under the null hypothesis, the max distribution, by means of the so-called permutation approach to resampling (cf. Anderson & Legendre, 1999; Nichols & Holmes, 2002). Thereafter, each absolute $t_{norm}$ statistic of an individual is compared to this max distribution.

Let $n=1, \ldots, N$ denote $N$ participants in the normative sample, and let $m=1, \ldots, M$ denote $M$ neuropsychological tests. A vector $y_m^n$ contains $N$ centered test scores on the $m$th neuropsychological test. For example, if $N=6$, $y_m^n$ may equal $[2.4, -2.4, -2.4]$—that is, on test $m$, the first participant in the normative sample has a centered score of 2, the second participant has a centered score of 4, and so on. The scalar $x_m^n$ denotes an individual’s centered score on the $m$th test. Then perform the following computations (C1–C5).
C1: As normative data have been centered, a resample can be obtained by multiplying each element in $y^*_m$ by a randomly chosen $+1$ or a $-1$ (cf. Nichols & Holmes, 2002). For example, the centered normative data on the $m$th test $y^*_m = [2, 4, -2, -4, 2, -2]$ are multiplied by a randomly generated vector $[+1, -1, +1, -1, +1]$. In order to leave the correlation structure between variables intact, it is crucial that each test is multiplied by the same randomly generated vector, so $y^*_1, y^*_2, \ldots, y^*_M$ are all multiplied by $[+1, -1, +1, -1, +1]$.

C2: Compute the $t$-test statistic in this resampling dataset for each of the $m=1, \ldots, M$ tests. In computing this statistic, $x^*_m$ is set to zero, as we are interested in the distribution under the null hypothesis.

C3: Determine the maximum over the $M$ absolute $t$-test statistics obtained in Step 2. This yields the max statistic. Repeat C1 to C3 several, say $L$, times. In the present simulation study, $L$ is set to 2000.

C4: Store the $L$ max statistics; this yields the required distribution of the maximum absolute $t$-test statistic under the null hypothesis, the max distribution.

C5: Determine, for each variable $m$, where the absolute $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistic is located in the max distribution. In the case of a two-sided hypothesis, if an absolute $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistic is located beyond the 95th percentile of the max distribution, this indicates that the individual deviates from the norm on that particular neuropsychological test. In case of a one-sided hypothesis—that is, that an individual performs worse than the norm—two conditions should be satisfied: The sign of $t_{\text{norm}}$ should be in the expected direction, and the absolute value of $t_{\text{norm}}$ should be located beyond the 90th percentile of the max distribution. Note that the two- and one-sided critical values are 90% and 95% and not 95% and 97.5 since the max distribution concerns maxima of absolute $t$-values.

**Step-down resampling algorithm**

Absolute $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistics are first ordered from high to low. The highest absolute $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistic is referred to the $t_{\text{max}}$ distribution, as outlined above. The next highest $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistic is referred to the $t_{\text{max}}$ distribution derived over all neuropsychological tests, except the test for which the highest $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistic was observed. The second next highest $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistic is referred to the $t_{\text{max}}$ distribution derived over all neuropsychological tests, except the two tests for which the two highest $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistics were observed, and so on. The $p$-values thus obtained are subjected to a correction, imposing that $p$-values of low absolute $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistics can never be lower than $p$-values of high absolute $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistics. That is, a $p$-value is the maximum of the current $p$-value and the corrected $p$-values associated with higher absolute $t_{\text{norm}}$ statistics.

To view a color version of the R-code algorithm, please see the online issue of the Journal.
# Large battery normative comparisons
# Tests one sided negative effect: uncorrected, Bonferroni, Holm, one-step resampling, step-down resampling

```r
rm(list=ls(all=TRUE))
library(matrixStats)
library(MASS)

##START INPUT##
nsamp=2000                 #number of resamples
alpha=0.05                #nominal alpha
dats=as.data.frame(na.omit(read.table('d.dat', header = TRUE, fill=TRUE)))  #should contain id, group identifier (1 for patient group, patient group goes first) and nvar tests
##END INPUT##

npat=sum(dats[,2])        #number of patients
nnorm=dim(dats)[1]-npat   #number of controls
nvar=dim(dats)[2]-2       #number of tests
dats=as.matrix(dats)

# statistics on normative sample
normdat=dats[[((npat+1):(npat+nnorm)),(3:(nvar+2))]]
normmean=colMeans(normdat)  #norm mean
normdat=normdat-c(rep(1,nnorm))*sqrt(normmean)  #center
normse =colSds(normdat)
normse =normse/sqrt(nnorm)  #se

resmat=c(); resmat_overall=c()
for (k in 1:npat) {
  pval=c(); pval_holm=c(); pval_fin=c(); pval_bonf_fin=c(); pval_holm_fin=c(); pval_res1_fin=c(); pval_res2_fin=c()
  hlp=c(rep(0,nvar*5))
  #statistics on individual patient
```
```r
outvec=dats[k,1]                    #patient identifier
inddat=dats[k,(3:(nvar+2))]         #data
inddat=inddat-normmean
normstat=(inddat/normse)/sqrt(nnorm+1)
ord=order(-abs(normstat))

###UNCORRECTED, BONFERRONI, HOLM
for (i in 1:nvar) {
  j=ord[i]
  aa=1-pt(abs(normstat[j]),(nnorm-1))
  bb=aa*(nvar+1-i)
  pval=c(pval,aa)
  pval_holm=c(pval_holm,bb)
}

#enforce monotonicity on Holm p-values
pval_holmh=pval_holm
for (i in 1:nvar) {
  if (i==1) pval_holm[i]=pval_holmh[i]
  if (i>1) pval_holm[i]=max(pval_holmh[i],pval_holm[i-1])
}

for (i in 1:nvar) {
  j=which(ord==i)
  pval_fin= c(pval_fin,pval[j])
  pval_bonf_fin=c(pval_bonf_fin,pval_fin[i]*nvar)
  pval_holm_fin=c(pval_holm_fin,pval_holm[j])
  if(((inddat[i]<0) & (pval_fin[i])<alpha) hlp[i]=1  #uncorrected
    if(((inddat[i]<0) & (pval_bonf_fin[i])<alpha) hlp[(nvar+i)]=1  #Bonferroni
    if(((inddat[i]<0) & (pval_holm_fin[i])<alpha) hlp[(2*nvar+i)]=1  #Holm
}

fwe_u=sum(hlp[1:nvar]))
fwe_b=sum(hlp[(nvar+1):(2*nvar)])
```
fwe_h=sum(hlp[((2*nvar+1):(3*nvar))])
if(fwe_u != 0) outvec=c(outvec,1) else outvec=c(outvec,0)  #familywise uncorrected
if(fwe_b != 0) outvec=c(outvec,1) else outvec=c(outvec,0)  #familywise Bonf corrected
if(fwe_h != 0) outvec=c(outvec,1) else outvec=c(outvec,0)  #familywise Holm corrected

##ONE-STEP RESAMPLING AND STEP-DOWN RESAMPLING

`tboot=c()`
`tmaxboot=c()`
for (j in 1:nsamp) {
    `rand_ones=rbinom(nnorm,1,0.5)`
    for (i in 1:(nnorm)) {if(rand_ones[i]==0.0) rand_ones[i]=-1}
    `bootsampmat=matrix(rep(rand_ones,nvar),nnorm,nvar)`
    `bootsampmat=bootsampmat*normdat`
    `tstats=as.double(colMeans(bootsampmat)/(colSds(bootsampmat)/sqrt(nnorm)))`
    `tmaxboot=c(tmaxboot,max(abs(tstats)))`
    `tboot=cbind(tboot,abs(tstats))`
}

#one step
`pval_res1_fin=c()`
for (i in 1:nvar) {
    `pval_res1_fin =c(pval_res1_fin,length(which(as.double(tmaxboot) >= abs(normstat[i])))}/nsamp)`
    if((inddat[i]<0 & pval_res1_fin[i]<(alpha*2)) hlp[(3*nvar+i)]}

#step-down
`tstepboot=c(rep(0,nsamp))
`psmaxh=c()`
for (i in nvar:1) {
    `j=ord[i]`
    if (i==nvar) tstepboot=tboot[,j]
    if (i<nvar) tstepboot=apply(cbind(tboot[,j],tstepboot),1,max)
psmaxh <- c(psmaxh, (length(which(as.double(tstepboot) >= abs(normstat[j]))))/nsamp))
}
psmax=psmaxh
for (i in nvar:1) {
  if (i==nvar)psmax[i]=psmaxh[i]
  if (i<nvar) psmax[i]=max(psmah[i],psmax[i+1])
}  #enforce monotonicity

#reorder
for (i in 1:nvar) {
  j=nvar+1-which(ord=i)
  pval_res2_fin=c(pval_res2_fin,psmax[j])
  if((inddat[i]<0 & pval_res2_fin[i]<(alpha*2)) hlp[(4*nvar+i)]=1
}

fwe_r1=sum(hlp[((3*nvar+1):(4*nvar))])  #familywise one-step resample
if(fwe_r1 !=0) outvec=c(outvec,1) else outvec=c(outvec,0)

fwe_r=sum(hlp[((4*nvar+1):(5*nvar))])  #familywise step-down resample
if(fwe_r1 !=0) outvec=c(outvec,1) else outvec=c(outvec,0)

blup=9
resmat=rbind(resmat,
c(outvec[1], "", "", blup , round(normstat, 3)),
c(outvec[1], "uncor", outvec[2], round(pval_fin, 3)),
c(outvec[1], "Bonf ", outvec[3], round(pval_bonf_fin,3)),
c(outvec[1], "Holm", outvec[4], round(pval_holm_fin,3)),
c(outvec[1], "Res1", outvec[5], round(pval_res1_fin,3)),
c(outvec[1], "Res2", outvec[6], round(pval_res2_fin,3)))

resmat_overall=rbind(resmat_overall,outvec)
}
resmat

colMeans(resmat_overall)
save.image("D.Rdata")